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The National Association of Broadcasters (“NAB”)1 submits these comments in
response to the recently issued Public Notice regarding the reliability of 9-1-1 services
following the derecho storm that impacted parts of the United States on June 29, 2012.2
The inquiry also seeks comment on the soundness of communications services and
networks generally. Public Notice at 2. Television and radio broadcasters are an
essential part of our nation’s emergency communications response system, through our
role as the backbone of the Emergency Alert System (“EAS”) and the provider of timely,
comprehensive information during times of emergency.
I. Broadcasters are Vital “First Informers”
Keeping the public informed during emergencies is the hallmark of broadcasters’
public service. For almost a century, broadcasters have served as America’s “first
informers” during disasters and emergencies, delivering a powerful, unique combination
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of EAS warnings and detailed, ongoing, local information concerning storm paths,
shelter directions, evacuation routes, and other potentially life-saving information.
During an emergency – particularly one that arises with little notice – no other outlets
can match the ability of broadcasting to deliver timely warnings and updated
information. Broadcasting is ubiquitous, as local television reaches 98% of the
approximately 116 million households in the U.S., while local radio reaches an audience
of more than 245 million listeners on a weekly basis. Americans know to turn to their
local broadcasters for in-depth coverage when disaster strikes.
The Commission, Congress, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(“FEMA”) has recognized broadcasters’ special role in emergencies.3 This was
confirmed during the recent derecho storms, when broadcast stations delivered
comprehensive, reliable and continuous news coverage that provided residents in many
states with vital information and safety instructions while the power and other
communications services were down. For example, WMOA(AM) in Mariette, Ohio,
deployed its generator for 60 hours until electric power was restored, and worked
around the temporary loss of internet access to provide critical emergency information
during and after the storm.4 WMOA’s staff, including a former local government public
information officer with close contacts among local first responders, was able to provide
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a lifeline service to local residents in the dark and heat of a multi-day blackout. The
station’s email, voicemail and Facebook account filled with expressions of appreciation
from the public, such as:
“It was real comforting to have WMOA on the air during the storm aftermath. Loved
receiving the hourly updates and knowing what was going on.”
“Great coverage under trying circumstances this weekend. My hat is off to you.”
“You have offered us calm during this time. I still don’t have power . . . but have battery
powered radio and you all as company.”5
II. Broadcast is the Most Robust, Reliable Communications Service During
Times of Emergency
Despite the growth of cable, satellite and the Internet, broadcasting continues to
be the primary means of communicating with the public before and after disasters. This
is due largely to the unique characteristics of broadcasting. First, even when the
electricity is out, causing the Internet and cable television to falter, over-the-air
broadcasting can still be on the air and easily accessed by Americans with batteryoperated receivers. Broadcasters also exemplify redundancy because, during even a
wide-spread disaster, at least one (and usually several) radio and television stations in a
local market have generator(s) and other back-up equipment and systems that enable
the station(s) to continue broadcasting. In such situations, it is also common for an
operating station to rebroadcast portions of a down station’s programming, such as
emergency instructions in foreign languages, or to simulcast on other stations with
fewer news resources.
Second, the “one-to-many” architecture of broadcasting is more robust than the
“one-to-one” architecture of other platforms. Delivery of critical information during must
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be reliable during heavy usage, which typically occurs during crises. Broadcast
networks cannot be overwhelmed, unlike other platforms such as mobile phones and
websites.6 This was evident during Hurricane Katrina,7 the devastating tornado in
Joplin, Missouri,8 and most relevant to this inquiry, during the derecho storms, when
millions of residents lost power, landline service and mobile phone service. For more
than a day after the storm, more than one-third of T-Mobile subscribers in the
Washington, DC area still lacked service,9 and for three days after the storm, 750,000
people still lacked power, making it hard to access internet service or charge mobile
phones.10 Compare this to the area’s radio stations, which coordinated the delivery of
local all-news programming and provided “wall-to-wall” coverage as events unfolded,
foregoing commercial breaks to provide uninterrupted news and information to local
residents.11
Third, local broadcast stations have personnel and facilities that allow them to
both create and distribute content. Local television and radio stations employ many
locally-based on-air staff and reporters with experience in providing up-to-the-minute
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information on emergencies and disasters. Many local broadcasters also employ
sophisticated weather tracking systems that can provide detailed information on severe
weather.12 For these reasons, local broadcasters can provide their communities with
emergency services that no other communications outlets can match.
III. Broadcasters are Working to Expand Americans’ Access to Radio and
Television Emergency Information
The derecho storms were only the most recent emergency demonstrating the
robust nature of the broadcasting system and its unrivaled ability to reliably deliver vital
and detailed emergency information. These storms also reconfirmed the importance of
efforts to expand mobile access to radio and television.
First, it is time to seriously consider steps needed to improve consumer access to
free, over-the-air radio via smartphones and other mobile devices. Currently, the vast
majority of mobile phones sold in the U.S. already include the microchips needed to
receive over-the-air radio, because the radio chip is typically included in the chip set that
runs other functions like Bluetooth. However, these radio chips have been activated in
only a small percentage of handset models, and not in any of the most popular models.
While the wireless industry may contend there is no consumer demand to activate these
chips,13 some observers believe that the wireless industry has competitive incentives to
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retain tight control over handset features, to the ultimate detriment of consumers.14
Specifically, wireless providers may be reluctant for competitive reasons to provide
consumers with a free audio alternative to fee-based radio streaming apps that can
rapidly exhaust one’s monthly data usage plan.
Beyond relegating activated radio chips to a minority of their least popular mobile
devices, the wireless industry has also made it difficult for consumers to identify even
those few phones that are radio-enabled. For example, NAB has reviewed the websites
of the two largest operators, and found no consumer-friendly way to determine whether
particular models include radio as a feature. Both Verizon and AT&T allow consumers
to narrow their phone choices by searching among numerous features, but neither
includes radio as a search option, despite surveys that show the desirability of radioenabled mobile phones.15 Similar obstacles exist at mobile phone retail stores, where it
is virtually impossible to find a device display card that lists radio as one of the features
available on a particular phone.16 Indeed, most retail salespersons will steer customers
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toward fee-based, data-intensive radio streaming apps when asked to identify devices
that include free, over-the-air radio.17
Given the Commission’s interest in promoting competition, consumer access to
information, and public safety, the Commission should consider ways to encourage the
wireless industry to provide improved online and retail information so as to allow
consumers to identify mobile devices that include free, over-the-air radio. Broadcasters
believe that, with more transparent consumer information, market demand for radioenabled mobile devices will increase, and in turn, the availability of such devices will
improve. To be clear, NAB is not seeking any kind of federal mandate that wireless
operators incorporate and activate radios chips in mobile devices.
With respect to television, many local stations are rolling out mobile DTV
services, which will enable viewers to receive live, local digital television programming –
including important emergency information -- on smart phones, laptop computers and
tablets. With little cost, broadcasters can install mobile DTV encoding equipment on
existing TV transmission systems and gain the ability to transmit a robust, digital mobile
TV signal. Consumers will receive that signal on various mobile DTV devices. As of
June 2012, over 130 local broadcast stations were transmitting mobile DTV, which
represents a jump of more than 70% over the past year.18 Also in June, MetroPCS and
Samsung announced the launch of a Dyle-branded mobile DTV phone in 15 markets,
where more than 45 stations are already broadcasting Dyle-compatible programming.
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The venture expects to roll out more mobile DTV devices, and expand participating
stations, in the coming months.19
PBS and LG Electronics are rolling out a Mobile Emergency Alert System (“MEAS”). M-EAS offers several benefits, including the one-to-many architecture of
broadcasting; the ability to receive timely, critical warnings while on the move; and
access to technologies previously unavailable to broadcasters, such as geo-targeting
and delivery of non-real-time (NRT) data that can supplement warnings with other
valuable information.20 A year-long pilot program in three markets successfully
concluded earlier this year, and sets the stage for industry standardization efforts and
evaluation by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Federal Emergency
Management Agency.21
Mobile DTV has the potential to extend access to EAS warnings and the
comprehensive news coverage of local emergencies provided by television stations to
millions Americans who will access television on mobile devices. The value of such
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access to live broadcast television via mobile devices has already been demonstrated in
other markets.22
IV.

Conclusion
Accordingly, NAB respectfully urges the Commission to consider the public

service benefits of local radio and television broadcasting during times of emergency,
and to consider ways to ensure -- and expand – Americans’ access to these services.
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